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ABSTRACT

The gauge dependence problem of the glmm field zero component condensate,
Aa = const, is investigated in finite temperature SV(Z) gluodynamics. The two loop
effective action W(Ao,0 is recalculated in the background 7?̂  gfiuge. The obtained result
somewhat differs from that of other authors. By straightforward calculation it is shown
that W^Ao,^) satisfies the Nielsen (the Ward type) identity. Thus, the gauge invariance
of the gluon condensation phenomenon is proved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years an interest to the finite temperature QCD problems has
considerably been increased. First of all this was stimulated by the needs of physics of the
heavy-ions collisions. Besides, some new ideas for a resolution of the infrared problem in
finite temperature gauge theories has also appeared. In particular, a lot of papers [1-7]
have been devoted to the investigations of a generation of the gluon field zero-component
condensate, Aa = const, in the deconfining phase of QCD. This possibility appears in
the finite temperature (T ^ 0) gauge theories due to necessity to combine a periodicity
in the imaginary time with the gauge transformations of fields. Hence it follows, the
gauge transformation operator 5 — exp(igA0) (where Ao = A^t") must commute with the
generators ta and so Ao belongs to the centre of the gauge group: Ao = 2xn/(3g,n 6 Zn,
g is a coupling constant, 0 = 1/T [1,2]. The vacuum value Ao should be determined by
a minimization of the effective action IV'( -40). If this value, with quantum temperature
effects included, occurs to be different from Inn jfig, the spontaneous breaking of the gauge
and Zn symmetries happens. The presence of Ao ^ 0 in the vacuum gives an essential
missing parameter for the solving of the infrared problem at T / 0. Moreover, it effects
all processes at finite temperatures.

At the present time there is no common opinion about the AB condensate pres-
ence. This is mainly due to the fact that the conclusion about Ao ^ 0 is derived from the
two-loop effective action W{AQ,£). SO to verify the result the three-loop effective action
should be calculated. This very complicated task is not solved yet.

Recently the possibility of the Ao condensation has been called in question from
the point of view of its gauge invariance [6]. As it was determined in the background R{
gauge both the two-loop effective action Tir|2'(f, Ao) and its minimum position appears
to be dependent on the gauge fixing parameter £ [3, 6]. Hence, a doubt about a gauge
invariance of the Ao condensation phenomenon may arise. To solve this problem the
author of Rcf.[6] proposed a special method of repararnetrization of the Ao in terms of the
Polyakov lip<- with the radiation corrections included. In this procedure he came to the
conclusion that there is no real Ao condensation (in 5(7(2) gluodynamics at the two-loop
leve!). Other peculiarities of the Ao condensate have also been discussed in [7-10].

In our recent paper [11] the problem of the gauge invariance of Ao condensate has
been considered for SU(2) gluodynamics using the Nielsen identity approach [12, 13], and
the result that Ao condensation is a gauge invariant phenomenon has been established. In
general, in gauge theories there are two ways of dealing with a gauge invariance problem:
1) FVom the very beginning to work in terms of the gauge invariant variables (like the
Polyakov line); 2) to use Green's functions and substract the gauge invariant results for
observables using the Nielsen (the Ward type) identities.

The aim of the present paper is to apply the Nielsen identities method to the



5{7(3) gluodynamics. To do it, we have been forced to recalculate the two-loop effective
action W(^,Aa) and correct the coefficient and some rings in the ^-dependent part of
W(Ao,0 from Refs.[3, 10]. Then, by straightforward calculation it will be demonstrated
that the generalized Nielsen identity for W(.4o,£) is satisfied up the two-loop order. Thus,
the gauge invariance of the AQ condensation phenomenon will be proved. We also compare
our results with the ones obtained by Belyaev [G] in his treating of the £• dependence
problem.

2. THE NIELSEN IDENTITY FOR

Let us consider the finite temperature S['I3) gluodynaiiiirs in the o .istant ex-
ternal field

r a j i3 , ytit*

The Lagrangian in the relativistic background R^ gauge reads:

(1)

where

and X , X" are the ghosts. In what follows it will be convenient to introduce the "charged
basis" of fields,

In this basis the background fields 40 and .4* enter into the momentum space Lagrangian
as constant shifts of the zero momentum components. Mure details about the Lagrangian
in the "charged basis" are shown in Refs.[2, 3].

The effective action W(.4o) is given as a functional integral over periodic fields
with a compact imaginary time direction 0 < t < \jT — 8,

t)VT} = N J VQVXVXexy -N- (2)

where N is a T-independent normalization factor, V is a space volume and J is an external
source. The effective action up to the two-loop order in the background considered has

been calculated in Refs.[3, 10]. Since the result has a crucial significance for what follows
we have calculated it once again. Our result for W{Aa,£) is the following,

3p4 JL

B2(ai)D2(,i2)

B2(a2) + B2(a3)} +

)B,(a2)

where the notations art' introduced:

" ' ~ 2 ! n 2 ~ 4

•r = — -IQ: f = —
77 IT

(3)

(3a)

and

= X1 - \X\ + 1 ,

(36)

are the Bernoulli polynomials, € (r) = :J'/IJ '!- Our result (3) is somewhat different from

that of Ref.[3]. Namely, in the £-dependent part there is an additional factor 3/2 and two

terms in this part have the signs "minus" ' ' As it is seen from (3), iy(A 0 ) is explicitly

dependent on the gauge fixing parameter £. Its minimum at high temperatures, when

g2 —> 0, is located at

^0^(3-0, !/o = 0 (4)

and is £ dependent too. So, a doubt about a gauge invari«nce of the AQ condensation

phenomenon may arise. In foimula (4) values of Xo,yo are cftlcul-ted for the domain

0 < a i < 1, 0 < a2 < 1, - 1 < a3 < 0.

Five other minima in the (x.y) plane can be found by means of consequent

rotations of the coordinate system of the angle ?r/3. It is very essential that the depth of

all the minima is the same and equals to

(5)

1 ' When the paper has been completed we have received preprint (10] where the signs "minus"
stand at the terms B^a^B^ai) and Bi(a2}B1(a3) in Eq.3.



Hence, it follows that although the gauge and Zn symmetries are broken by AQ condensate

the generated phases preserve a rotation symmetry on the angle TT/3 in the (x,y)-plane.

To investigate the gauge-dependence problem of W(A0) let us take advantage of
the generalized Nielsen identity derived recently by Kobes, Kunstatter and Rebhan [13].
This identity describes a variation of the effective action due to a variation of the gauge
fixing terra F", and in the condensed De Witt notations is given by the expression [13]:

6W{4>) = W.i SX'(4>) . (6)

Here, (f>* denotes a gauge field, superscript V includes all discrete and continuous variables,
<f>' denotes a vacuum value of a quantum field, comma after W means a variation derivative
with respect to the corresponding variables, and a contraction means an integration over
continuous and summation over discrete variables. The expression (G) is a quantum vi rsion
of the classical relation

6S9f, = -5(Sg.f.),,!>; A ^ A ' F ^ (7)

which describes a dependence of the action with the gauge fixing term

1
$,./.(*) = 2 ""*

(8)

on the variations of the gauge fixing function Fa[<f>) —> Fa(<?) + 6Fa(4>) and the "metric"

(9)6'F" = bF? + i i j* ' 6 yhs F" .

In formula (7) V'a is the gauge generator, AJJ is the propagator of ghost fields. Using the
equation for AS,

and the gauge invariance condition for S((f>),

one can check that Eq.(7) is satisfied. A comparison of Eqs.(G) and (7) shuOT that the

function

6X'^-<T>'o($)A°a(4>)6'FP(v)>, (11)

where

O(4>) > = et(F°(4>)V'g) x

(12)

describes a variation of the mean field value if>' with respect to the special gauge transfor-
mation

&# = ViH4) S3", 6Ea = -A%(<j>)6'Fl>(<j,). (13)

Parameter S—a is chosen to cancel the change of the classical action (8) due to the variation

i'Fa{ij>). In formula (12) the current Jt is substituted by -Wt.

In paper [13] expression (6) has also been generalized to the background field
gauges. In this case the function FD(<^, 4>) depends on an additional field <f>' and expression
(11) should be replaced by

6X' = (Cj)"1 iV , (14)

where

(15)

The terms in brackets describe the dependence of the gauge fixing function F° on <£'.
The external field 4>' must be set equal to the vacuum value <j>', and the latter one should
be calculated from the effective action lV(0,<ji). Here, <j> and <p are to be different, 6j is
Kroneker's delta. Thus, a verification of identity (6) in the background gauges requires
the calculation of 6X' (11) and C) (15).

In the case of the SU[Z) gauge theory one must use the full gauge field A°^ =
Qa +i5(io(^a3-4o+^a8^o) a s the field 0 \ As generators one must substitute T>'a ~ Dj '(Q+jl)
and as the metric tensor rjoi3 s 6agj. Variations of £ can be realized by means of the metric
variations V ' . 6'Fa = - ± (T>^(A)Qll)

a ^.

Let us make some remarks about making use of formulae (14), (15) in a loop-
expansion method. As a rule, one chooses a solution Ba(x) of classical field equations as
a background field (in our case B"(x) = ,4Q = const). An effective action W(B) is then
calculated assuming that Ba(x) is a dominant field configuration in the functional integral
(2) and the fluctuations Q" are to be small. Further, in accordance with Ref.[13], the
external field <j> = A, stanging in Fa(j>,tf>) s {V^(A)Qlt)°, initially differs from Ba{x).
The field A should be identified with the latter one at the end of calculations. This
circumstance gives a possibility to formulate a simple procedure of calculation keeping all
the results obtained in the gauge (2) when A = B. Namely, let us ..'rite down the field A in
thr- covariant derivative V^(A) as follows; (X>®( A)ab = dpb°-h - gfaic(B + g)jj, where g£ is
a deviation from the solution B^. Assuming qc to be small, one can calculate propagators,
vertices, etc. as series in <;£ and keep only the linear terms. Then the functions £X' and
Cj can be calculated by differentiating the average value (15) with respect to g£.

Thus, the identity (6) in the background gauge reads

(16)

where

6W(B) = Wfi

Sx\B) = -\ 6j.<'>
Co

o —

19=0 >

(")

(18)

r T



The average values in (17), (18) should be calculated in perturbation theory, assuming
that Qj,<7j are small.

3. GAUGE INDEPENDENCE UP TO THE TWO-LOOP ORDER

As it is seen from Eq.(3), the dependence of \V(B) on £ appears in the two-loop
approximation md has the order ~ g^ in coupling constant. Therefore, in the lowest order
of magnitude both the left-hand side (LHS) and the right hand Fide (RHS) of (16) must
be of the order ~ g^.

The covariant derivative V^{A + Q) contains the quantum field Q"fl and the cou-
pling constant g as a product, <jQ"L- So, the one loop approximation for ̂ \ ' (17) is of
the order ~ g. The one-loop effec ive action Wli\B) in E<[.(3) hits the order ~ 0{<j").
Its derivative with respect to B gives another degree of <,-. Hence it follows, that in the
order ~ g2 one must substitute to identity (1G) S\' and IF,, calculated in the one-loop
approximation, and put CQ to be unit.

Before proceeding in actual calculations, let us write down the structure constants
/"*c and the covariant derivatives in the "charged basis" [2. 3]. Since the background field
A° has non-zero internal indexes 3 and 8, only the following constants are needed:

or in the new basis,

The background covariant derivative looks as follows.

i'.n-' t _ v ~

= V, 6a'

where n£ is the column,

(20)

(21)

a n d v a r i a b l e s ayji in K r o n e k e r ' s d e l t a run : a,0 = ; r + , i r , . . . , i j , on d iagona l e l e m e n t s of

the delta-symbol are: 6*

T>°P are the following:

diag. 'l

+ „•- f^0^0 jrl+it- = b^ — 1. O n d iagona l e l emen t s of

(22)

where superscripts 01,02,03 stand for the background fields (3a) describing the isospin / - ,

V- and U-spin subgroups of the SU(3) group.

Taking into account the explicit form of generators
E [.(17) keeping only the terms of the order ~ 0{g\.

1 H 3 a
SX" = - - 9 j f < A (,

let us write down

(23)

w'lere the internal index "a" gets the values 3 and 8. The gluon and ghost propagators
are to be calculated from the Lagrangian (1):

1 V-" / d3p -ipij-v) / ^

U--OO \

(24)

y (2n-)1 r ' * (pa)2' (25)

where p° = (p0 + a°,p), p0 = 2ini/8,n = 0, ± 1 , , . . , and

3
B + V3 Bo

8); a'° = a3 = 0 . (26)

By substituting (25), (26) in (23) and integrating over spar.- and summing over time
variables, we obtain

- / i . e .

- h.c. +

i+ i- / . . t°
P * T G*o

k: (p*• )
-h,c. (27)

= "29 7 ^(V/;3) S y (27^l"2~
-t+i

(28)

Here in square brackets stand the contributions of / - , V- and (7-spin subgroups to the
variation of a mean field value with respect to the special gauge transformation which
compensate the variation of 6£. (V//3) is a space-time volume. With the explicit form of
the gluon propagator (24) the integrals in Eq.(2S) can be written as

rf3P P?

8

j
da" a

(29)



The integral ij,1 ' is simply calculated and equals to [2, 3]:

2/?2 (30)

where B?(x) was described in Eq.(3b) and in the argument of the Bernoulli polynom we
recognize the parameters of Eq.(3a). With the result (3) expressions (27) and (28) can be
written as follows (per a unit of space-time volume):

= ^\Bu(ai) + - (31)

(32)

The derivatives of the one-loop effective action in formula (3) with respect to

fl3 = J4J and B8 = A% equal to

(33)

(34)

Hence, the sum of products of expressions (31), (33) and (32), (34) gives the RHS of
formula (16). This result exactly coincides with the derivative OW1-21 /8(, calculated with
formula (3). Thus, Nielsen's identity

dW
(35)

where C (1 ) = SX^/S^, is satisfied up to the two-loop order, Eq.(35) means that the full
derivative of W(A,£) with respect to £ equals to zero. So, along characteristic lines in the
(£, A) plane the effective . .;tion does not change and in accoilance with general results of
Ref.[12] the AQ-condensation at finite temperature is the gunge invariant phenomenon.

To complete this part, let us make some comments on the results of papers [3,
10], where the two-loop effective action has been calculated. In rontrasl to formula (3), in
Ref.flO], the signs "minus" stand at the terms B3{a3)B,{a2) and B3(a-i)Bi(a3) in the £-
dependent part of W^\A0,(). This is in obvif us contradiction with the general structure
of the SU(Z) group. Really, if one puts in formula (3) a2,a3 to be zero, the SE/(2)/
subgroup result will be recognized [6, 11]. If one puts a\ = 0, the contribution of SU(2)v
and SU(2)u subgroup will be determined, too. However, this is not the case with the signs
of Ref.flO]. The signs "minus" in Eq.(3) in this part simply reflect the opposite isospins
of 7T+ and i + particles. In Ref.[3] the coefficient § at the {-dependent part of IV^(AO, £)
is omitted and all the signs are "plus". So, for results of these papers the Nielsen identity
(16) is not satisfied.

4. DISCUSSION

The situation with the {- dependence of Ao condensate in many respects resembles
the one with the spontaneous symmetry breakdown (SSB) by radiation corrections [14].
Really, in models of the Coleman-Weinberg type both an effective potential of scalar field
V{4>c, 0 and a minimum position (4>c)m\n are {-dependent too. This fact had caused a lot
of controversies and doubts about an existence of the phenomenon at all. The resolution
of this problem has been done by Nielsen [12] who has proved the gauge invariance of the
SSB in a very elegant way. Namely, he has formulated the Ward-Takahashi type identity,
describing an analytic dependence of V{<f>c,(,) on f. So, any variation of the potential
due to a variation S£ can be compensated by the corresponding variation in Stj>,, (along
characteristics in the (4>c,£) -plane). For more details see Refs.[12, 13].

The main differences between the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism of SSB and the
gluon condensation at T ^ 0 are the following. In the Coleman-Weinberg model there
are two coupling constants ((, A) and the scalar field condensate appears via the one—loop
effective potential. In gluodynamics there is one coupling constant, g, and --l0 condensate is
generated at the two-loop level. Actually, the latter case is simpler because any fine-tuning
of couplings is not necessary.

The existence of the non-trivial solution (4) of equation

OAn = 0 (36)

for the effective action (3) and the fact that identity (35) is satisfied mean that despite
the dependence of W(A0,t,) on £ its minimum value is not changed along a characteristic
line in the (x,y,f )-plane, when one replaces £ —> £ + A£,i —> x + Ai(£),y —> j / + Aj/(O>
and in this way the gauge invariance of the phenomenon is realized (in accordance with
general results of [12]). It is very essential that the gluon condensation in this approach
can be determined and proved to be gauge invariant phenomenon at the two-loop level,
and any other additional modification of W(A0,(.) is not necessary.

Here, it will be very instructive to compare our results with that of paper [6]
where it was stated that there is no real Ao condensation at the two-loop order. The main
idea of this paper is to express the effective action in terms of the gauge invariant variables
- the Polyakov line;

< L > = — < Tr Pexp
Jo

> . (37)

Then the {-dependent part of W(Ao,0 will be cancelled and the gauge invariant result
can be derived. In the original paper [6] the described approach has been applied to the
$U(2) gluodynamics. The resulting gauge invariant effective action W(< L >) appeared
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to be independent of f but its minimum corresponds to the vacuum value of Ao = 0. We
applied this method to the case of the SU{3) effective action (3) and obtained the same
result. After the reparametrization (which includes an additional calculation of radiation
corrections to the < L > in the order ~ g2) the gauge independent effective action has
minimum at Ao = 0.

Hence, one comes to a conclusion that the difference is due to methods used.
In our treatment of the considered problem we applied the standard loop expansion for
W{Ao,i) and Nielsen's identity to verify that gluon condensation takes place and is the
gauge invariant phenomenon 2K Belyaev's method is somewhat heuristic and should be
discussed in more detail. Actually, it interpolates between Green's function and completely
gauge invariant methods mentioned in the Introduction. Here, us the first step, one uses
the former and computes the effective action, and as the second step reparametrization
of the background field in terms of < L > is performed. Therefore, a troubling about a
correctness of the method may appear. Really, in the loop expansion method the external
field An is chosen to be a solution of classical field equations, which is considered as
fixed parameter through all calculations. So, if one expresses Aa in terms of colourless
parameter < L > with quantum corrections included and substitutes it as the argument
into the functional W(AQ,£), then variation of W{< L >) in < L > may not correspond to
the determination of vacuum value Ao, considered as the dominant classical configuration
in the initial partition function. Generally speaking, it would be natural to express W in
terms of < L > from the very beginning and apply a loop- expansion for this functional.
In this way a complete gauge invariant treatment would be implemented. Nevertheless,
Belyaev's treatment may be useful in perturbation theory, since it gives a gauge invariant
effective action. It is possible that the result about the generation of the gluon condensate
will be determined in the three-loop approximation. In this way the controversy of both
methods may be avoided.

We would like to underline once again the advantages of the \ielsen identity
approach. In this way the gluon condensation at T ^ 0 has been determined in the order
~ g2 in coupling constant and no higher loop contributions are l<> be calculated in order
to prove this result.

In this way, for example, the gauge independence of hard thermal loops and plasma dis-
persion relations have also been established in [13].
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